Abstract-CPU utilization, throughput, turnaround time, waiting time, and response time are the factor to influence system performance. Every system uses different scheduling algorithms to achieve his goal. In the grid computing, resources usages are important to get good performance . When jobs are not uniformly distributed in all grid nod es, job scheduling is more important . In order to achieve performance optimization, we propose a Maximum Processor Utilization and Minimum Turnaround Time (MPUMTT) scheduling algorithm which maximizes CPU utilization and minimizes turnaround time as well. The algorithm is used in all execute grid nodes to schedule their jobs and get good performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The operating system can help users to run their jobs friendly [1] [2] [3] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The scheduling criteria includes CPU utilization, throughput, turnaround t ime, waiting time, response time, deadlines, predictability, fairness, enforcing priority and balancing resources [10] [11] 13] . Different manufactures apply different scheduling criteria to design their operating systems. When jobs are submitted to the computer system, the operating system uses its scheduling algorithm to schedule these jobs without any extra information regarding these jobs. In grid environment, users may access the computational resources at many sites [ 4] . Resources (e.g., CPUs, storages, etc.) sharing, collaborative processing, reliable and secure connection are important on grid computing architectures. However, each resource of coordination node in the grid environment changes dynamically. How to optimize these resources usage is an important issue. Lee et al. [5, 6] proposed a dynamic analyzing resources model which can receive the inform ation about CPU usages, number of running jobs of each grid node resource to achieve load -balancing and make the plans and allocations of the resources o f collaborated nodes optimize. Wu et. al. [14] proposed "A Job Schedule
Model Based on Grid Environmen t". Based on this paper, we propose a Maximum Processor Utilization and Minimum Turnaround Time (MPUMTT) scheduling algorithm which obtains maximum CPU utilization and keeps minimum turnaround time to achieve performance optimization. We install this alg orithm to all execute grid nodes and supervisor grid node. Before applying MPUMTT scheduling algorithm, job information for all jobs is stored in Job Information History Database (JIHDB) manually or automatically and sends to supervisor to be collected. When a job is submitted, the job information related to the job is r etrieved from JIHDB to create an entry in Running Job Information Table  (RJIT) . MPUMTT scheduling algorithm uses RJIT to schedule all jobs in the execute grid node .
II. JOB DESCRIPTION
In a computer system, jobs processing compilation, testing, or running may be defined as one of the following characteristics:
(1) One-time running job (2) Periodically running job (3) Frequently running job For one-time running jobs, no special handle is needed. For periodically running and frequently running jobs, they should be handled carefully to get best performance. Since they are running more than once , the computer system must know their job information and control. Performance can be improved if better control of these jobs is handled. From different evolution of performance improvement, we conclude the following:
(1) In order to maximize the average o f CPU utilization, CPU must be kept busy. The job information is collected through one of the following method:
(1) Run the job alone and record the needed information. (2) When a job is finished, the new information of the job is used to update JIHDB. If the optimal performance of computer system required, CPU bound and I/O bound jobs should be run together. In the computer system, when a job is entered, its record is found in JIHDB. If the record exists, a related entry of the job is created in Run Job Information In this section, we present the framework of the proposed scheduling model based on grid environment. Grid nodes are divided into supervisor grid node (S 0 ), supervisor backup grid node (B 1 ), and execute grid nodes (X i ). There are two modules, Supervisor Job Schedule Module (SJSM) and Execute Job Schedule Module (EJSM). In the supervisor grid node runs SJSM and both the backup supervisor and all execute grid nodes run EJSM as shown in Figure 1 .
A. Supervisor Grid Node
Functions of the supervisor grid node are described as follows:
(1) Processing new jobs. SJSM in the supervisor grid node contains supervisor message receiving module (SMRM), supervisor job scheduling module (SJSM), supervisor job transferring module (SJTM), supervisor job completing module (SJCM), supervisor collecting information module (SCIM) and supervisor message sending module (SMSM) as shown in Figure 2 .
Functions of these modules are described as follows: (1 
B. Execute Grid Node
Functions of the execute grid node are described as follows:
(1) Processing new jobs. Functions of these components are described as follows:
(1 
C Backup Supervisor Grid Node
Functions of backup supervisor grid node are described as follows:
(1) Performing functions as execute grid node normally. (2) Performing functions of supervisor grid node when supervisor grid node is inactive. Backup supervisor grid node works as the execute grid node normally. When it does not receive any message from supervisor for a finite period, it sends an inactive message to supervisor grid node to make sure superv isor is active. If it does not receive any response from the supervisor in a certain period, this means that the supervisor is inactive. It sends supervisor change message to inform all execute grid nodes that backup supervisor is the current supervisor until the original supervisor grid node is available again. From the priority of grid node capacity information, it can select new backup superv isor grid node.
IV. DATABASE AND TABLES
The database and tables in both supervisor and execute grid nodes are described in the following two sections.
A. Data in supervisor grid node
The relative information in supervisor grid node is as follows:
(1) Supervisor job information history database (SJIHDB): Job information from all grid nodes (include supervisor) is used to create JIHDB as Where Job Name is the name of the node, Time Begin is the time of job entered, CPU Usage is total CPU time used in this period, CM Usage is the required memory used, ICRatio is IO/CPU ratio, File Size is total size of used files, Transfer to Node is node to be transferred, Transfer From is job accepted to process from this node .
B. Data in execute grid nodes
Data and relative information in execute grid nodes are as follows:
(1) Execute job information history database: the job information in execute grid nodes is used to create EJIHDB as TABLE 8 and send it to supervisor grid node. 
Completed Count
Where Node Name is the name of this node, Job Count is total number of jobs in the node, CPU Usage is total CPU time used in this period, Running Count is total number of jobs run in this period, and Completed Count is the total number of jobs completed in this period.
V. MPUMTT SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
Maximum Processor Utilization and Minimum Turnaround Time (MPUMTT) scheduling algorithm works under the following conditions:
(1) The computer system is a single CPU system. (2) The system will provide the value of available CM. (3) Jobs are loaded in continuous memory. In order to achieve the system performance optimization, CPU bound and I/O bound jobs need to run balanced and the larger the number of running jobs the better. The computer system must keep the history of job information for analysis purpose. Job information used to create JIHDB can be found in system log file or can be generated manually. When a new job is entered, its information is found in JIHDB and used to schedule. From JIHDB, turnaround time and CPU usage are used to compute ICRatio (= turnaround time/CPU usage). Jobs are divided into MAXPART parts. When Part=1 means ICRatio is the smallest and these jobs use more CPU. When Part=MAXPART means ICRatio is the highest and these jobs use more I/O and less CPU. MPU MTT scheduling algorithm is described as follows:
A. Algorithm of first initial process (MPUMTTI)
When the computer system is initialized, the following two steps are in action.
Step 
B. Algorithm of new job entered (MPUMTTNJE)
When a new job is entered, the following steps are processed.
Step 1: Check if this job has an entry in JIHDB 
D. Algorithm of adjustment(MPUMTTAD)
The algorithm is processed periodically (ex. for every 30 minutes). It contains several steps:
Step1: Sort RJIT by using IC Ratio as the first sorting key (in descending order) and Turnaround Time as the secondary sorting key (in ascendant order) and CM Usage as the third sorting key (in ascendant order) Step 2:Set TotJob to the number of the total jobs in RJIT Step 3:Set NoJobPerPart to TotJob divide by MAXPART and set NoRem to the remainder 
VI. DISCUSSION
When this MPUMTT scheduling algorithm is installed in all grid nodes, we conclude the following:
(1) Job information history database in both supervisor and execute grid nodes must be unique name to access. (2) An execute grid node periodically sends the current grid information to the supervisor to inform the supervisor its current state. When any of its running jobs has changed, it also sends the information to the supervisor to update. (3) When the load of the exe cute grid node is too heavy, it sends some jobs to supervisor and supervisor finds the best execute grid node from grid information database to accept these jobs to process. (4) When the load is low, the execute grid node can accept transferred job from supervisor.
(5) MPUMTT adjust algorithm can run period to redefine job parts, because jobs change of completion and new job entering. (6) Supervisor and backup supervisor grid nodes can run as execute grid node also. (7) Execute grid node can decide to transfer jobs to assigned grid node, because used files are stored there. (8) The performance of the system can be measured from the log file. (9) Some jobs do not have chance to be processed, the algorithm can then be modified by decreasing ICRatio of these jobs periodically.
